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Hon. Yonah Martin (Deputy Leader of the Opposition):
Minister, other bilateral trade agreements are ongoing in Asia,
and you talk about the complexity of TPP.

As you know, the previous Conservative government concluded
and ratified the historic Canada-Korea Free Trade Agreement,
and Korea is the first and only country in Asia with which
Canada does have an agreement in force. On the first day the
FTA came into force, January 1, 2015, Korea eliminated duties
on 81.9 per cent of Canadian tariff lines; and once the agreement
is fully implemented, 98 per cent of Canadian tariffs will be
eliminated. Being well positioned in this region against our
competitors is critical for Canada’s long-term economic success,
but this can only be completely realized by the full
implementation of the agreement.

Minister, would you describe how in the past seven months of
your mandate you have built on the work of your predecessors to
identify ways to accelerate the full implementation of the
agreement?

Hon. Chrystia Freeland, P.C., M.P., Minister of International
Trade: Thank you very much for the question. Actually, I was in
Seoul I’m going to say two weeks ago, but it could be three weeks
ago. I’m losing track of time a little bit with my diary these days.

I supported the free trade agreement with South Korea when I
was trade critic in opposition. It’s a very important agreement for
Canada. I might disagree with you slightly about how it puts us in
a competitive position because the reality was, as can be the case
with trade agreements, that we actually concluded our agreement
after the U.S. and Australia did, so in some ways our exporters
are finding themselves playing a little bit of catch up in Korea.

As you also know, very early on our beef exporters ran into
some of those phytosanitary standards issues, which was a
significant blow. I had some conversations yesterday with the
trade minister for Alberta about this precise issue. He like me is
Ukrainian-Canadian, and I’m originally from Alberta, so I’m a
big supporter, as a trade minister but also just as a human, of our
beef industry. We were talking about some work that we can do
together to promote Canadian beef. As I’m sure you know, there
is a huge market for beef in South Korea, often for some of the
cuts that are less popular here, so I see tremendous opportunities
there.

When I was in Seoul, I think it was a fortnight ago, I was also
there with Christy Clark, the Premier of B.C. We did an event

together with some B.C. exporters, so we see tremendous
opportunities for that province as well.

More generally, an avenue of our broader relationship with
South Korea that I think we can really explore is that they have
tremendous interest in our educational system. I met with the
Minister for Science and Technology, who is a former academic.
It was a nice meeting because very many of my trade meetings are
about some tough negotiations, and I went into the meeting with
him, and he said, ‘‘We think what’s happening in Canada is great.
What can learn from Canada, particularly in my space?’’ I started
talking to him about the co-op program and the University of
Waterloo, and he actually turned his notes around and showed
them to me and circled a phrase, and he said, ‘‘This means
’University of Waterloo co-op program’ in Korean.’’ So I think
there are some real opportunities for higher-education
cooperation and maybe also getting more Korean students here.

Senator Martin: Building on what you just said, I was aware of
your trip to Korea. Specifically, what were some of the outcomes
that you did achieve? You talk about some of those areas where
there is potential for cooperation, but are there specific programs,
initiatives that you are expanding and/or initiating or that are
being developed? I’m interested in the seven months that you have
been minister. I understand there are many other interests and
activities, but specifically, this is an agreement that is in force, and
so what have you achieved in this time? And from the Korea trip,
what specific outcomes did you bring back to Canada?

Ms. Freeland: As I said, the importance of the South Korea
trading relationship is manifest in the fact that in our first seven
months one of the trips that I did make was a visit to South
Korea. In addition to talking with our exporters and helping them
to promote their products in South Korea, I talked to many firms
— I’m not going to say the number, but maybe a half dozen,
probably more than that — and had many meetings with South
Korean companies. Of these companies, one is very actively
investing in Canada right now and is thinking about expanding
that investment. That was an important meeting to have to give
them a direct contact with our new government.

Another company has a joint project in the environmental
space with a Canadian company, and again it was very important
to talk to them about our focus on clean tech. That’s precisely the
area that they are working on. As you may know, because of the
geographic position of Korea, developing fuel cells is a focus of
their government, and there are particular opportunities.

Finally, I spoke with a Korean company— I won’t name them
because they haven’t finalized what they are doing — one of
whose co-founders is Canadian, that is thinking of establishing
significant operations, including maybe moving its headquarters
— it’s a tech startup — to Canada.
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